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Make your research stay in Ireland a reality! European Funding for scientific mobility

Erasmus+
Mobility for undergrad, Master students, lecturers and staff
http://bit.ly/FocusErasmus

Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA)
Geographical, intersectorial and interdisciplinary mobility
From PhD. All areas. All nationalities
Incoming / outgoing
http://bit.ly/FocusMSCA
MSCA for Brazil based researchers

Brazilian researchers or based in Brazil are eligible to MSCA to:

Carry out a PhD in Europe (ITN & Cofund)

=> EURAXESS Jobs
PhD in Europe (ITN/Cofund) => open on EURAXESS Jobs portal jobs.euraxess.org
Brazilian researchers or based in Brazil are eligible to MSCA to:

**Carry out a PhD in Europe (ITN & Cofund)**

**Carry out a post doc (IF)**

- candidacies with host institution based in Europe, from the academic/non-academic sector
- Annual calls (currently open)
- Competitive, generous & prestigious grants
MSCA for Brazil based researchers

Brazilian researchers or based in Brazil are eligible to MSCA to:

Carry out a PhD in Europe (ITN & Cofund)

Carry out a post doc (IF)

Institutions can take part in a joint research and innovation project through short term intersectorial & international staff exchange (RISE)
Make your research stay in Ireland a reality!
European Funding for scientific mobility

Erasmus+
Mobility for undergrad, Master students, lecturers and staff
http://bit.ly/FocusErasmus

Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA)
Geographical, intersectorial and interdisciplinary mobility
From PhD. All areas. All nationalities
Incoming / outgoing
http://bit.ly/FocusMSCA

European Research Council (ERC)
All areas. All nationalities.
Cutting-edge research. Individual grants.
5 years.
http://bit.ly/FocusERC
ERC opportunities for Brazilians

- **ERC grants**

  Starting, Consolidator, Advanced grants: as from PhD+2, aprox. 6 to 10 millions reais, 5 years projects
  Synergy: 2-4 PIs, aprox. 40 mi reais, 6 years

- **PhD or post-doc positions in teams funded by ERC**
  ⇒ see vacancies on EURAXESS Jobs Website

- **Short-term post-doc mobility in teams funded by ERC (Implementation arrangement EC-CONFAP)**
  ⇒ calls open via CONFAP
Welcome

EURAXESS - Researchers in Motion is a unique pan-European initiative delivering information and support services to professional researchers. Backed by the European Union and its Member States, it supports researcher mobility and career development, while enhancing scientific collaboration between Europe and the world.
Welcome to EURAXESS Ireland!

EURAXESS is a platform for researchers, entrepreneurs, universities and businesses to interact with each other. Packed with information, EURAXESS covers mobility issues for researchers and entrepreneurs, allows universities and businesses to find the right talent, and connects people, projects and funding.

Based at the Irish Universities Association, and co funded by the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation, EURAXESS Ireland provides tailored and free advice to researchers and their families coming to work or study in Ireland. You can drop in to us, email or call for personal assistance. The EURAXESS Ireland Centre is part of a European network consisting of more than 260 centres in 40 countries that serve mobile researchers.
INFORMATION & ASSISTANCE
EURAXESS Network in Ireland at your disposal
EURAXESS Brazil – How do we work?

1. Provide information

- Website & Facebook
- Flashnotes & Publications
- Presentations and events

2. Support researchers and institutions
EURAXESS supports researchers’ mobility

Contact us!

brazil@euraxess.net
http://brazil.euraxess.org
facebook.com/EuraxessBrasil
The European Commission funds your research through various programs. Here are the details:

01. **PhD**
Marie Skłodowska Curie Actions (MSCA) ITN, ERC team

02. **Post-doc**
in IRELAND
MSCA IF and many other on EURAXESS Jobs, ERC teams + short term mobility with ERC

03. **Frontier research**
ERC grants

04. **Collaboration projects**
MSCA RISE, MSCA ITN